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① a price difference 
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occurs

② seacher sends 
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tx 𝑇! to builder

③ builder builds high 
value block and 

includes tx 𝑇! from 
searcher

④ if requested, relay 
sends highest value 
block to proposer

⑤ proposer picks 
highest bidding block with 

tx 𝑇! and proposes the 
block 

searcher builder relay proposer
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26 non-atomic arbitrage swaps 
with a volume of 6,023,565 $

non-atomic arbitrage by merely 
three searchers & rsyncbuilder’s
searcher is responsible for most

price difference closed
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Assumption

Non-atomic arbitrage transactions have a high value. 
Thus, searchers performing these non-atomic arbitrages 
are likely to protect their transaction and pay suspicious 

amounts to have their “simple” swap included.

Identifying non-atomic arbitrage
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centralized
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Trade size distribution



Trade size distribution
average trade size 73,891$ 
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MEV comparison

Average daily value
non-atomic arb.: 112 ETH 
sandwich attacks: 116 ETH 
cyclic arbitrage: 26 ETH 
liquidations:  5 ETH
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Integrated searcher 

at any time only two builders with 
integrated searchers were active

correlation between the share of 
daily blocks by HFT builder and daily 

share of arbitrage volume by 
integrated searchers
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Non-atomic arbitrage volume in HFT builder blocks

non-atomic arbitrage volume is 
largely in HFT builder blocks
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Daily share of HFT builder blocks

ETH correlation: 0.783 BTC correlation: 0.650 
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Implications 

centralizing block buildinghigh value transactions



Mitigations  

block time reductionseparating top of block 
opportunities 



Beaverbuild

correlation: 0.244



Beaverbuild

beaverbuild subsidized its searcher 
for approximately one month



Builder 1

correlation: 0.772



Mantabuild

correlation: 0.739



Rsyncbuilder

correlation: 0.502correlation: 0.805



Integrated searcher 

beaverbuild rsyncbuilder builder1 mantabuilder

sandwich attacks per block 0.041 0.043 0.000 0.001
cyclic arbitrage per block 0.008 0.006 0.003 0.001


